Ice Ice Baby
Collection
HOST EXCLUSIVE
AUGUST 3–31, 2021

EXCLUSIVE PRICE

$21.50 CA | $18.95 US
SAVE 40%!

NEW! ICE CUBE TRAY & LID
It’s a no-spill summer! That’s right—
our brand new Ice Cube Tray comes
with a lid so that you can easily store
it in your freezer and save space.
Helps prevent over-freezing, odours,
and contamination.

Create endless icy treats this summer!
Collection includes EXCLUSIVE Ice Cube
Tray & Lid and two oh-so-sweet bestsellers!

ICE CUBE TRAY—3 WAYS
1. Frozen Coffee Cubes
This ice is so nice for your fave chilled coffee
drink—and won't water it down! Simply pour
cooled coffee into tray and freeze.

EXCLUSIVE

2. Mud Pie Cubes
Create single serving cubes of chilled
Chocolate Mud Pie! Follow recipe on
pack (omit the yogurt), fill tray, then chill
in the refrigerator for at least 4 hours.
Cubes will easily pop out of tray; top
with fresh berries.
3. Summer Berry Chilled Treats
Use Summer Berry Sweet Dip Mix
in smoothies or yogurt and freeze for
a beat-the-heat treat with real fruit!

COLLECTION INCLUDES:
EXCLUSIVE Ice Cube Tray & Lid
• 6⅛" x 6⅛” x 2" (15.4 x 15.4 x 5.7 cm)
• Each cavity holds ¼ cup (60 ml)
• Made of food grade (FDA approved) silicone
Summer Berry Sweet Dip Mix
Chocolate Mud Pie Mix

EPICURE
HOSTS
Cooking Class Hosts can unlock
these savings and more free and
half-priced shopping!

REMINDERS
Non-compensable | No exceptions made to requirements and dates.
| Substitutions are not available. | Available in Canada/US, while
supplies last | Available only to Hosts of qualified Cooking Classes with
compensable sales of at least $250 and 4 buying guests | Product
warranty on all promotional items is 90 days. | All orders must be
submitted between Aug 3 up to Sep 1, 2021 by 8:59 AM (PT). | Taxable
in Canada/US taxes vary by state.

